UEG Week Virtual 2021 - what a great adventure
While the live congress days of UEG Week Virtual 2021 may have ended, you are still
invited and encouraged to explore our wide array of UEG Week on-demand recording
packages. They allow for immediate video access and are available for purchase at
attractive rates.
We were pleased to be able to invite our myUEG community to once again meet, exchange
and evolve virtually via the best gastroenterology congress in the world. UEG represents an
essential international and diverse community of people coming together, talking to each
other, connecting and sharing ideas, knowledge and science.
Watch our short video looking back at the last three congress days!

Another day packed with scientific excellence
Tuesday represented the grand finale in terms of scientific offering for our delegates with
plenty of abstract-based sessions and breaking science. First of all watch the UEG Week
Digested session from Tuesday that represents a summary of the previous congress day
on Youtube!

Live endoscopy demonstrations from leading surgeons featured, where exciting procedures
were streamed in real time from Prague. Among the highlights were also one of the most
eagerly anticipated sessions of the day looked at the latest clinical trials in IBD, where five
breaking pieces of research in the field were presented. One of the first sessions of the day
saw a further edition of the popular ‘Mistakes in…’ initiative, where participants were invited
to learn what to avoid in researching, diagnosing and treating various digestive diseases.
An absolute must watch of Tuesday's offering is certainly the "What's really new in 2021?
The broad view" session.
Have a look through today's final daily recaps article for a solid summary of what today had
in store in terms of both scientific information and digestive health exploration.

UEG Journal update
In Monday night's UEG Week Tonight Show , we held the laudation and Award Ceremony
of UEG Journal Best Paper Awardee 2021, Nicolas Richard. Want to see for yourself?
Watch the full video on YouTube.
Another Journal-related UEG Week feature was the publishing of our latest issue as a DigiBook! Delegates received this in their virtual congress bags and we are now delighted to
provide it to our whole community.

Your year-round myUEG Community

There are still many great opportunities for you to engage with UEG throughout the entire
year! This includes educational and career development offers such as our Webinars,
Online Courses, Mistakes in... articles, Image Hub, and many more. These items are
almost all free and all 100% accesible via your myUEG account. Keep up with the latest
content by following us on social media!
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